Approaches to MR angiography.
One of the most revolutionary recent imaging advances is the use of magnetic resonance to study and produce morphologic representations of flowing blood vessels known as MR angiography. The ability to produce an image of even moderate spatial resolution of the three dimensional course of blood vessels with MR could have significant advantages over conventional invasive angiography which requires ionizing radiation and contrast material injection. By definition, MR angiography does not require the addition of any intravascular contrast agents and the images are produced entirely by the effect of the radio frequency pulses and magnetic field gradients on the spinning protons. Several researchers are already producing relatively high resolution MR angiograms using a variety of techniques. Essentially all techniques of MR angiography use variations of three steps to produce the image: (1) a projection image, (2) suppression of background static material, and (3) production of a flow sensitive image. This report will survey some of the more commonly used approaches to MR angiography that are currently under investigation.